
SAFe Soft. Engineering - Team Exercises - Lessons 1-4

Children Believe - 2021 February 8-10

CHALLENGES RISKS NAME / ROLE

EXERCISE: IDENTIFY CHALLENGES AND RISKS

WHY ARE YOU TAKING THIS COURSE?

WORKING AREA BELOW WORKING AREA BELOW

WORKING AREA BELOW WORKING AREA BELOW

WORKING AREA BELOW WORKING AREA BELOW WORKING AREA BELOW

Children

believe is a

lean  Org so

optimization is

a challenge

So many new

technologies show

up everyday and we

wonder if the same

principles apply for

everything

We work in

production

env, frequent

Focus switch

A lot of redo's

speially on

the WEB side

Santosh

Jacob

Manager

Analytics

No

automated

testing. 

not a lot IT

staff

I want to get

more up to

date with the

development

practices

TDD is

needed

I am taking this

program to

learn   and

practice these

into my work 

Gaining

further

knowledge

of Agile

Henry Lee

Full Stack

Dev

i am very

interested to

gain

experience

and the cert

Getting

more  of

organized

knowledge

time /

resource is

limit for

TDD

Sanija

Manager

BES

Bad

customer

exrience

What is best

practice?

Simple to

understand

Do the things

in the best

way for the

final product

code / architure

easy to

understand and

maintain for IT /

Dev

something

that follows

a standard

is

reproducable

and Scalable 

Quality in

software

engineering is

writing code

with no bugs

deploy is

fast and

simple

are the

results the

expected

ones?

what the

customer

expects

code / api /

services

documentation

creation is

automate

well defined

and

understood

flexible

Depend of the

requirements

reliability

Feature: Stopping at

red light

START customer /

business owner

requests

END in

production

ready for

customer to

use

gather teams

that will work on

the feature /

assign feature to

existing team

Get more

detailed

description

Collect

Scenario /

Data 

set work

time frame

define

specifications &

scenarios

Test in a

controlled

area

Test in a real

environment

Deploy

Plan the

changes to

the current

vehicle

Work on

sensors

Implement

the changes

Decide

tradeoffs

daily team

meeting to

review

progress

Define

stories

Deploy in a

limited area -

like a town in

California 

QA

Safety issue

Sudeen

Additional

Requirement

too many

plan

decisions to

be made 

Weather

condiitions

Not clear on

Requirement

too much to

test not

enough

time

not Detailed /

or not enough

Test case /

requirement

Longer

testing cycle

with the same

scenario

Inconsistent

test

New change that

effect previous

implementation

Deployment

not steady

Training

No

Negotiation
Deploy /

Implement

Flow are not

automate

stop on

security

gate

We think <stop at

security gate>  will

<avoid damage on

driver / vechicle /

permisses> as

measured by <senors

sense a vibration>

3rd Vendor

requirement

on return data

of our API

services 

Database

Security 

credit card

info host on

premises

Data entry

process

refinement

Payment

Gateway

Requirement

on payment

process

Cheques

Clearing

Automation 

process 

Call Center

talks directly

with

customers

Devops

Operation

Reqirement

Legacy Dev

Team  consists of

Architect/DBA, 1

Dev, 1 BA

WEB team 

- 1 team

member

Data entry Normalization  Distribution 

app server 

Application 

data

server 

Overnight

Update

process

Data ready

for business

use 

UI

Instead they are table within

one database

SMART

Order

processing

WEB input

Manual User Input

Affioliates (Taiwan,

BOF, Korea)

Processed Order

Reports produced


